
EASY FLEET AND
ASSET TRACKING
WITH THE SPRINT
EASY WIRE DEVICE

With the Sprint  Easy Wire device, you have a vehicle tracking
system that's easy to set up and simple to manage. So you
can keep everyone on track and your assets moving. 



Sprint Easy Wire is a small, smart and waterproof GNSS
special tracker with Bluetooth connectivity,  low energy
sensors and an internal back-up battery, so it can work
without an external power source.

It is a perfect tracker for a wide range of use cases –
including fleet management of light commercial vehicles,
agricultural machinery and construction plant, car rental
and leasing etc. A solid waterproof case and built-in
accelerometer and gyroscope sensors gives extremely
accurate crash trace functionality, also making it perfect
for insurance market solutions too. 

Biggest in its class internal High Gain GNSS antenna
allows mounting directly onto the vehicle's battery. It's
equipped with a special clamp connector for fast power
cable connection. It requires minimal installation skill and
no special tools or a mechanic are needed. 

Once installed, manage your assets through our best in
class management platform on your desktop, tablet or
mobile phone. 

Easy Connection

Just two wires
connect directly to

the vehicle
battery.

Live Tracking

24/7 from any
global location.

Reporting

Run detailed
reports on a 
host of fleet
management
information.

Lower costs and
increase profits

Utilise your fleet
more efficiently,
eliminate inflated
overtime claims

and save on your
fuel spend.

WHAT IS SPRINT EASY WIRE?

CONNECT - TRACK - SAVE



HOW CAN IT HELP MY BUSINESS?

When your fleet is the heart of your business, you need to keep an eye on
them 24/7. With the portal available online from any device, you get real-
time activity views so you can check on your fleet day or night.

Protect your assets

Save time and money with Sprint  Easy Wire, as it can deliver mileage and
expenses reports straight to your desktop. It's also smart enough to tell
you if there are any issues with the engine and it'll highlight fuel usage per
driver, allowing you to pin-point where to focus any driver training.

Keep your costs down

Keep your customers updated on arrival times and allocate jobs
intelligently to the nearest drivers, avoiding jams and allowing them to get
to your customers faster.

Keep your customers happy

No need for paper based logs and reminders, or whiteboards for all your
lists. With everything online in the portal, you can easily manage every
aspect of your fleet and assets, freeing up time to focus on other areas
of your business.

Work smarter

For a free, no obligation demo of the device and management platform, or if 
you want to find out more about how Telematics can help your business, get 
in touch.

t:  0330 128 9000
e: hello@thesprintgroup.com

thesprintgroup.com


